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Address Garibaldi Glass Industries Inc. 
7344 Winston St 
Burnaby,BC V5A 2G9

Country Canada

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Increased demands for superior quality and distortion-free tempered glass are readily met at Garibaldi Glass with the latest generation H.H.H.
architectural convection-tempering furnace.

As a generalization, tempered (toughened) glass is three to five times stronger than non-tempered glass of the same thickness. This ability makes
tempered glass the number one choice in safety situations.

With our oversized loading beds, we are capable of tempering 1/8" (3mm) to 3/4" (19mm) thickness and a capacity up to 84" x 210".

To maximize our temper furnace´s potential, we have installed a 204" x 130" CNC automated cutting table and stoce packs of 204" x 130" as standard
stock
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